Purkinje cell spinogenesis during architectural rewiring in the mature cerebellum.
Spines can grow and retract within hours of activity perturbation. We investigated the time course of spine formation in a model of plasticity involving changes in brain architecture where spines of a dendritic domain become innervated by a different neuronal population. Following a lesion of rat olivocerebellar axons, by severing the inferior cerebellar peduncle, new spines grow on the deafferented proximal dendrite of the Purkinje cells (PCs) and these new spines become innervated by parallel fibres (PFs) that normally contact only the distal dendrites. The varicosities of climbing fibre (CF) terminal arbors disappear within 3 days of the lesion. Spine density in the proximal dendritic domain begins to rise within 3 days and continues to increase towards a plateau at 6-8 days. In 'slow Wallerian degeneration' mice, in which axonal degeneration is delayed, climbing fibre varicosities virtually disappear at 14 rather than 3 days. Spine density in the proximal dendritic domain is similar to control Purkinje cells up to 14 days and increases significantly 18 days postlesion. The delayed spinogenesis in the latter mutant is the result of a persistence of the climbing fibre presynaptic structure in the absence of activity. Therefore, climbing fibre activity itself is not directly responsible for the suppression of spine formation, but suppression mechanisms tend to become weaker as long as the structural dismantling of the presynaptic varicosities proceeds. Thus, spinogenesis is guided by two different mechanisms; a rapid one related to changes in homotypic remodeling and a slower one, which requires the removal of a competitive afferent.